7mgte short block

You know about 1JZ, you know about the 2JZ, but do you know about the Toyota turbocharged
inline-6 engine which came before both of them? Toyota introduced the M engine family all the
way back in It went over many changes over the years, but the most well-known version is the
7M-GTE. Every engine in the Toyota M series family is a straight-6 engine with overhead cams,
although many of the earlier engines were single-overhead-cam, and they all use a cast-iron
block with a cast-aluminum cylinder head. Because this was designed as a performance
application, Toyota used a dual-overhead-cam head to maximize airflow and power potential.
This is completely different than the 7M-GE with is naturally aspirated. We expect this feature on
any car today, but back in the day, this was a relatively new technology and really helped put
the 7M-GTE above the pack. This is all pretty much standard stuff, with the exception of bore
and stroke. The 7M-GTE is under-square with a longer stroke compared to bore, which is great
for producing lots of midrange and low-end power. The M family was used in many vehicles
overall, but the 7M was only used in a couple of vehicles. As you can see from the list on the
screen, the 7M-GTE was really only used in two vehicles. Quite a few Toyota engines of the past
have been known for excessive oil consumption. The big issue with the 7M-GTE is with the
head. During assembly, Toyota failed to torque the head bolt as tight as they should have been.
Once this issue was discovered, they changed their assembly process and raised the torque
spec for the head bolts. Because of this issue, a massive amount of 7M-GTEs experience a
blown head gasket at some point. If the engine is old, it can experience many blown head
gaskets throughout its lifetime. The simplest way to fix this issue is to simply re-torque the head
bolts to the proper spec, but sometimes the problem is worse than that. Another common issue
with the 7M-GTE is rod knock. Part of this is because swapping to a JZ engine is becoming
increasingly expensive as quality JZ engines become harder to find and more popular for
swapping. This makes the 7M-GTE potentially better when it comes to potential power output
per dollar spent. Moving on to the block, the 7M-GTE block is very strong just like the 1JZ, but
the bottom end can only hold around rwhp. Luckily there are quite a few aftermarket rods and
pistons to choose from when it comes time to push past that aforementioned power limit. If you
want your modified 7M-GTE to last than decking the head and block surface is highly
recommended. This will get rid of any warping that has occurred from the previously mentioned
head problem. Of course, big power will require an aftermarket bottom end. Some errors in the
article. The 7m has no issues with rod knock. They damage the bearing. The reason the HG
failed on the 7m was a change from asbestos HG to composite. Toyota had no time to test it and
revise the TQ spec. The best cure is to use a metal HG and stoke stud washers or larger units to
hold the clamp load. Larger head inserts can also do a great job. The 7m at this time has hit HP
in a drag car and with more people pushing the envelope it will go up! So many people know
nothing about the 7M engine, smh. The car has been running for over 12 years with simple
boltons and if I had to guess its well over WHP. Oil pressure is another issue not mentioned that
is crucial. Many 7Ms end up with seriously scratched cams because the oil pump tends to
deteriorate in efficiency over time. Best bet is to buy the upgraded pump off DriftMotion.
Actually the rod knock issue is caused by that stupidly designed oilpan. Also the oil cooling
system sucks but when you modify the oilpan that can only save you from lot of issues. I have a
Supra 5speed Turbo. AboutK miles. Great car love driving it and have little or no problems with
it. Third party Owner. When I got the car it needed a lot of TLC. When I got the car I took it to a
Toyota deal in Pittsburgh. Asked them to go thru the car and give me a list of what it needed.
After a week I sat down with the service manager and made a plan to fix according to
importance. Most of the work was miner, brakes ,clutch , replace AC seals and evaporator. Had
a leak the most costly repair. Since then I replaced the water pump also Toyota dealer. I have
read a great deal about them and what concerns me more than anything is the head gasket
issues. I think this will really make this car shine with out getting crazy. Things like bigger better
turbo, waste gate, inter cooler and mass air. I do want to note the oil pre is what I think low.
About 40 at highway speed. I read that Toyota never publicly put out a TSB on head bolts but in
t changed the spec to 70 Does anyone know what that date may have been. Then I could check
my vin to see if I have this problem. If I have to rebuild the head then I feel with the miles the
bottom end rings etc should be done as well. But if the head bolts are good then I will change
the items above and enjoy the greater power. I do want to say this car is very clean and sets tall,
turn a lot of heads. I really think I have a great car but need more input from guys that know
more about these cars than I do. Thanks looking forward to the info. Hi I have cressida 7m-GE 3.
Definitely need to mention the oiling issue. Save my name, email, and website in this browser
for the next time I comment. Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments,
please make sure JavaScript and Cookies are enabled, and reload the page. Click here for
instructions on how to enable JavaScript in your browser. Toyota M-Series Toyota introduced
the M engine family all the way back in Problems: Quite a few Toyota engines of the past have

been known for excessive oil consumption. Strengths: Moving on to the block, the 7M-GTE
block is very strong just like the 1JZ, but the bottom end can only hold around rwhp. About
Bryce Cleveland Articles. Bryce founded Dust Runners Automotive Journal in as a way to write
about the cars he found interesting. Follow him on Instagram for more bryce. It is JZX81
actually. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Toyota Motor
Corporation 's M family of engines were a longitudinally mounted straight-6 engine design. They
were used from the s through the s. All M family engines were OHC designs. While the M family
was born with a chain-driven single camshaft it evolved into a belt drive DOHC system after All
M family engines used a cast-iron block with an aluminum cylinder head , and were built at the
Toyota Kamigo plant in Toyota City , Japan. The M-E variant, available only in the Japanese
domestic market , was the first Toyota engine to be equipped with fuel injection at the same
time as the 4-cylinder 18R-E. The 4M-E was the first Toyota engine to be equipped with fuel
injection for non-Japanese markets. The M family were Toyota's most prestigious engines apart
from the uncommon V family V8 for 30 years. The first M was a 2. It was a 2-valve SOHC engine.
For commercial vehicles, the emissions controlled carburetted version was called the M-J. It
was not sold outside Japan. It used a Garret T turbo. It was produced from September to
September The fuel-injected 4M-E was produced from through It was also a 2-valve SOHC
engine. The bore was up again to This engine was used in the Supra in Australia as well as
Sweden and Switzerland, while Swiss buyers were also offered this engine in the Cressida and
the Crown. It was quite different from any previous member of the M family, with Bosch
L-Jetronic -derived electronic fuel-injection using an AFM intake measuring scheme ,
wide-angle valves, and belt-driven dual camshafts. It used hydraulic valve lifters , a first for
Toyota. The use of rocker arms and valve lash adjusters eliminated the need for valve clearance
maintenance, a world first for any twin cam engine. The version had a vacuum-advance
distributor, whereas the â€” versions found in the Celica Supra and Cressida had full electronic
control of the ignition system and distributor. There were aftermarket crank and piston kits
offered for the 5M-GE that took the displacement up to 2. Outfitted with kits like the Kuwahara ,
these engines were often used quite successfully in powerboat racing in the mid s. The 6M
engine used the same crank, machined to accept a different torsional damper , as the â€”
7M-GE and 7M-GTE engines; this fact is witnessed by the designation "6M" stamped on the
counterweight of the crank on the earlier â€” 7M engines. The 6M-GEU is usually the lower
powered variant of 6M engines, due to more restrictive exhaust and increased
emissions-control hardware. The 7M-GE was produced from through The turbocharged 7M-GTE
was produced from to It was Toyota's top performance engine until it was replaced by the
JZ-series engines. This was used only in the racing homologation Toyota Supra Turbo A road
and race cars. The Turbo A models also measured air based on manifold pressure rather than
using an air flow meter, had a larger intercooler, larger throttle body, optimized CT turbo, and
various other differences. It was the fastest Japanese car at the time. The homologation was for
the Group A series. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine. March 11,
Berne, Switzerland: Hallwag SA: â€” Toyota Motor Sales Co. Export-Sales Division. June
Export-Technical Division. September Retrieved Categories : Toyota engines Inline-six engines.
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related to Toyota M engines. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New
profile posts Latest activity. Members Registered members Current visitors New profile posts
Search profile posts. Log in. Search Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search
Advancedâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Thread starter sparkplug Start date May 12, JavaScript
is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Authorized Seller. I am trying to swap in the gte and it seems all the externals are
interchangeable but need some clarification I noticed most of the externals fit and my intake
manifold and throttle body also fit but i need to use my ge valve covers which also fit Is there
anything that cannot be used that i should know now before i build this whole engine on ge
externals. You're going to stay NA? The GTE also has oil squirters, not a big deal in this case.
Swap questions belong in this section as well. Read the sticky. Joined Sep 9, Messages 8,
Location U. The heads are the same. The blocks are almost the same. In case you couldn't tell
when they are side by side. You need to read the sticky. We have no idea what your plans are
until you tell us That is why the sticky is there. Instead of asking random questions, it would be
a lot more effective to ask after you kinda have a clue as to what you are doing. I just recently

bought a 7mgte shortblock block, head, complete valve train, water pump, exhaust manifold and
lower intake manifold, from a friend in oceanside. I figured instead of spending money that i
dont have trying to replace every single part missing from this shortblock, I can just replace it
with the GE parts, I know the GTE doesnt use the same intake manifold as the GE but i hear it is
still possible. What i am trying to do with this swap is safely get it on the road as soon as
possible with what little money i have, I dont care about hp or torque gains or losses right now i
just need to be mobile again. So, once again, I have a 7mge in my car that does not run and a
7mgte in my yard with only a head, block, complete valvetrain, lower intake manifold, exhaust
manifold, and water pump connected to it. I have a long list of 7mge parts that will successfully
complete a 7mge obviously , what I am planning to do is take this long list of 7mge parts and
bolting what fits onto my 7mgte block and head and whatever doesnt fit or is needed i will
purchase later. I know you said you were using the GE upper intake and TB. I hear harnesses
are hard to find. It was only a straight answer to your detailed question. Don't be a smart ass.
Nick M said:. Last edited: May 14, Well the first 2 times I asked the question seemed pretty clear
and simple See how simple it was for snowman to answer? As simple as the question. EDIT:
btw.. JDub means read the sticky at the top of the section. If you read it you will answer ALL of
your questions. Obviously you havent read it or even searched the forum because it has been
covered thousands of times. Remember, nobody owes you any information, as all info you get
from here is FREE. So its up to you to take the advice or pay someone else to answer your
questions. EDIT: btw there is no possible way to use my current harness huh? I have a supra
7mgte wich has suffer some damage on the outside of the car and i'm planning on buying a
supra 7mge which is cheapper What will be the the plan or stragedy to make a swap to the 7mge
what will I be buying? You must log in or register to reply here. Top Bottom. JavaScript seems
to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. Distributors Shop Now. Electronic Fuel Injection Shop Now.
Carburators Shop Now. Established in we have quickly grown to become one of the industries
leading suppliers offering high quality performance engine parts, performance short blocks,
custom crate engines, and highly modified race engines. CNC-Motorsports was created with a
true vision of a giving our customers a 1 stop shop buying experience. From competition racers
to classic street cars, we've got you covered. CNC-Motorsports carries the best in automotive
performance and aftermarket parts. As an authorized dealer for over of the industries top quality
brand names, we are confident and committed to offering you the very best. If you don't happen
to see what you need on-line, let us know how we can help. Manufactured by Mascoat, the world
leader in insulating coatings, LizardSkin CI and SC coatings are two environmentally-friendly
spray-on insulation coatings that are applied seamlessly and rapidly, while providing superior
thermal insulation and protection against vibration and noise. Show Result. Shop Now. Ford
Stroker Rotating Assembly Kit Lunati LS 5. Compstar LS 5. GM LS3 6. Shop All Products. We
are the Toyota Engine Pros, we understand your Toyota more than anyone. Our low mileage
Toyota Engines imported from Japan ensures excellent quality. Now you can buy tested and
low mileage Toyota Engines at wholesale prices from us. Our Used Toyota Engines bring more
value for money. We are very passionate about what we do. We put our heart and soul into our
testing procedure. We do what we do the best! Apart from this we also Remanufacture Toyota
1GR 4. We want each and every customer to be satisfied that is the reason why " Quality is our
commitment " Knowledge is every thing. Our Remanufactured Toyota Motors are very
affordable and cost close to a Used Engine so it gives good value for money! We also sell Tune
Up parts at discounted prices for all Toyota Engines to save your time. S states, to Canada and
the Caribbean. Please see approx arrival times on our " Shipping" page. Our Toyota Engines are
very affordable and all our sold with 6 months limited warranty. Hurry and call us to book your
order today! Follow Us on:. Year: Toyota 4Runner. Toyota Avalon. Toyota Camry. Toyota Celica.
Toyota Corolla. Toyota Cressida. Toyota Echo. Toyota FJ Cruiser. Toyota Highlander. Toyota
Land Cruiser. Toyota Matrix. Toyota MR2. Toyota MR2 Spyder. Toyota Paseo. Toyota Pickup.
Toyota Previa. Toyota Prius. Toyota Rav4. Toyota Sequoia. Toyota Sienna. Toyota Solara.
Toyota Supra. Toyota T Toyota Tacoma. Toyota Tercel. Toyota Tundra. View more. Lexus ES
Lexus GS Lexus GSh. Lexus GX Lexus IS Lexus LS Lexus LX Lexus RX Lexus RXh. Lexus SC
Scion TC. Scion XA. Scion XB. Scion XD. We know that we can grow only by selling good
Toyota Motors. Toyota 2AZ FE non-hybrid engine. The cylinder block is honed and bored. The
cylinder head is resurfaced and pressure tested. Block is honed and bored, the cylinder head is
resurfaced. Toyota 2AZ FE 2. Vin identification: Vin D, 5th digit. Vin Identification for Hybrid: Vin
W, 5th digit. Remanufactured Engines. More videos. All Rights Reserved. Tel: First Previous
Next Last. View All. Engine Size. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must
have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. In our
opinion the Toyota 7MGT engine is the absolute best powerplant available. You can make huge

amounts of HP reliably if not cheaply. Low 12 s and high11 s from a early body style Supra is
very common and not very hard to do. The down side to this engine is there is very little bolt on
equipment that makes much difference. You need to jump right in and do the big stuff. Sure,
you can do and air filter, exhaust, EVC, Etc. Along with these mods the internal engine pieces
must also be upgraded to withstand the extra heat and stress. Internal Engine work is fairly
straightforward and all pieces are readily available. The Turbo and fuel system is a bit more
complex. The stock management system even with an AIC cannot support much more than hp
because of the Air flow meter restriction. Thanks to all of you keeping us so busy the last few
months we have to make a temporary change to our Phone hours. We can be reached via Phone
Mon-Fri am to pm Pacific time. The Shop is open and we are working normal hours but we need
those extra hours to catch up on Engine work, Carb rebuilding, and shipping. You can always
shoot us an email at topendmail gmail. Thanks for understanding and for all the support that is
keeping us so busy Steve and Jeff Top-End Performance. Toyota 7MGT Upgrades. I will be
ading quite a bit to this page in the near future Engines and Cylinder Heads. Turbonetics
Standard and Ball Bearing Turbos. Shocks, Springs, Sway Bars. For our internal use only!!!!
Engine size Inch or Liter. Year Auto Trans Standard Trans Name. Sahara Ave. Remanufactured
engine pr
2007 honda accord window motor
dump truck hydraulics schematics
integra starter relay
icing and I. Call for turn key crate engines too. Inboard Marine Engines. CC or CID. Eng Code.
Can use if you use a 4k oil pan. Corolla Tercel, No Air Su. Use B if no PS. Can use C. Not for 4x4,
Injectors in head, also see B. Corolla Fwd, No Ps. Corolla Rwd. Corolla, 4wd, Carb. Forklift, 1"
crankshaft Nose. Internal EGR use External EGR use A. Rav-4, Fwd Not For 4x4. Celica, Pickup,
Carb. Carb truck use G. Corona, Mark 2,Crown, call for availability. May require use of existing
oil pan and new oil pump and pickup. Upper mount type, Also see Landcruiser, 3FE, F. Sending
a core engine back? Double the non-expedited one way business shipping cost. You know who
you are. Please call for pricing to AK, HI, and International pricing: ltl freight, airfreight and
ocean freight with shipping to over countries. Core refunds are sent by check after we receive
your core returned within 30 days. Call about remanufactured turn key engines which usually
take 30 days. Call 1. Any questions? V8 Pontiac.

